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“Look, Mum, I’m a super hero!”
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hildren love role-playing and oufits. But buying ready-made costumes
is expensive and making them yourself is challenging.
The little hero’s cape book is a solution to every modern parent’s inner
conflict: how to make something for your child, when you do not have time or
sewing skills?
The book includes patterns and instructions for ten different capes. Every cape
is based on the same basic pattern, needing only material, scissors and glue, as
well as one hour at most, to make it. Different materials and decoration motives
transform the same cape pattern for a new character. For every cape version
there are paper accessories belonging to the character, for example, an eye-patch
for the pirate and a magic wand for the fairy, which you can cut out of the
book and use straight away. The book has also assignments suitable for every
character, which the child can solve while waiting for the cape to be ready.

Kokeshi
Ninja
Fairy
Angel
Slightly more decorative angel

The book is aimed for pre-school boys and girls, as well as their parents. All
the cape designs and outfits, as well as the playing and game suggestions, were
planned together with 3–4-year old children or inspired by their playing.

Sleep cape
Additional ideas: Viking, Space Hero,
Princess Rose, Star Princess
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